I wanted to present our art, shared art enthusiast and philanthropist Theresa Roberts, “in a way that would allow us to celebrate elements of Jamaican culture which are world-class, but rarely exposed.” The result, a collection of art that represented different eras in Jamaica’s progress as an independent country, styled alongside Sharmain Forde couture.

The collection was presented at 27 Cork Street, London, W1 on August 7. See more on Pages 14 and 15.
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Fashion

Phillip Thomas, Self Portrait (2001)

Kristina Rowe, The Assets

Ebony G Patterson, Untitled

Karl Parboosingh, The Kite

David Boxer, Self Portrait, Mixed Media on Canvas, 2003

Albert Huie, Roselle Waterfalls, St Thomas

Keisha Costello, Chair I

Self Portrait (2001)
Art Jamaica In

Monique Lofters (acrylic on canvas)

Judy Ann MacMillan, Ackee and Breadfruit

George Rodney, On Awakening

Karl Abrahams, School Girls with Prophet

Kai Watson, Vibrations, 2009

Edna Manley, Orpheus, 1983, Bronze

David Pottinger, Solas Market Downtown

Michael 'Flyn' Elliott, Dog Skull
Theresa Roberts

Although supporting Jamaican artists is Theresa Roberts’s main passion, she is also involved in numerous UK arts projects: DRIFT — installations on the River Thames; New Hall Art Collection at Murray Edwards College, Cambridge University, a permanent collection of modern and contemporary art by women artists, with the exhibition of Jamaican female artists in 2010, and the establishment of the International Slavery Museum forming part of Liverpool’s National Museums. Roberts opened her own commercial gallery, Black Circle, to give exposure to Jamaican artists currently under-represented in Europe. www.blackcircle.com (Photos: A Ward)

Sharmain Forde Designs

London — Montego Bay

Born in London in 1962, Sharmain Forde has been in fashion and interior design for over three decades. Initially making pieces for herself from the age of 12 — having learnt dressmaking skills and design on the laps of her elegant and glamorous Jamaican grandmother and mother — she completed formal training in pattern cutting, fashion design and interior design, all viewed through the prism of a contemporary art aesthetic. Her inspiration is Jamaica with its colour, texture and silhouette choices.

"Jamaica Independence is my independence."

— Sharmain Forde, 2012

On September 6, 2012

Clearance Sale
Up to 75% OFF
ESCADA Dresses, Suits, Jeans, Tops and Shoes.

TERRA NOVA ALL SUITE HOTEL
17 WATERLOO ROAD, KGN 10, JAMAICA, W.I.
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